
THE LEGENDARY CHARLY GAUL LOOKS AT THE WORLD

The Legendary Charly Gaul Trento Monte Bondone opens at  the world of bike tours 
Packages for the ciclofondisti around the world

Qualification stage for the UCI World Cycling Tour

The Legendary Charly Gaul Trento Monte Bondone - Wilier Triestina Trophy, scheduled 
from 17th  July  to 20th , already attracts “ciclofondisti” from every part of the world.
The summer “granfondo” it is the only Italian race of the UCI World Cycling Tour, " which 
includes both amateurs and masters qualification tests in all five continents before 
reaching Slovenia at the end of next August..
This year, the ambitious organization of the event in the Trentino chief town, with Elda 
Verones as usual in the front line , has decided to further expand its boundaries by 
combining the 9th  Edition with  attractive proposals for both Italian cyclists and foreigners. 
The highlight is the " Legendary Bike Tour " and  details can be found on the website 
www.discovertrento.it. 
It is a very rich offer during the week of  from 13th  to 20th  of July. that includes overnight 
accommodation, admissions  to museums of Trento and Rovereto , registration at the 
competition on Sunday, and much more. The tour consists of several days in which you 
can discover the beauties of Trentino and test the time trial itineraries  in advance, in 
particular  the " mediofondo " and " marathon " 
There will be also a stopover and  wine toast at the Maso Villa Warth guests of  Francesco
Moser. At the Villa  the participants can visit  the Museum of Cycling and Winery Moser,. 
However, the cyclists , will have moderation in enjoying the flavors and wines of Trentino, 
because the last part of their holiday is made by the legendary Charly Gaul Trento Monte 
Bondone , with its challenging tracks and spectacular routes.
In short, the "legendary" combination between tourism and cycling in Trentino becomes 
stronger .In the  meanwhile by 30th of June you can take advantage of the discounted 
price  of €58  to compete on the track average / marathon and €45 Euro for the time trial. 
After this date,  the cost will rise to € 68, while for the time trial the fee will be €50 . The 
deadline for entries is July 14th.This year the maximum number of participants has been 
set at 4,000 members. Info: www.laleggendariacharlygaul.it

http://www.discovertrento.it/

